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The role of tectonic setting and country development on volcanic risk 
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Abstract 

This article addresses the role that tectonic setting and country development hold in 
determining the scale of volcanic risk. It can widely be established that both tectonic setting 
and country development act as the key basis for determining the risk associated with 
volcanic hazards, from which other factors build upon. Through analysis of historic and 
modern eruptions, the complexity that underpins volcanic risk is highlighted, with the 
connections between tectonic setting and country development being central to this. It is 
this connection that serves as the basis for this paper. 

Key terms 

I will be considering country development on an economic level and will be using the World 
Bank’s classifications(World Bank Country and Lending Groups – World Bank Data Help 
Desk, 2020) – see table 1 below. 

Table 1. The World bank’s income classifications – Income level is measured by GNI per 
capita in US dollars. 

I will also be defining ‘risk’ as the likelihood of a person or property to be 
injured/killed/damaged etc. by a hazard (Safety on volcanoes: volcanic risk and risk zones 
around volcanoes, n.d.). Therefore, explosivity of the eruption, population proximity, 
awareness of the hazard, level of prediction and associated planning and preparation 
measures are all factors needing to be considered.  

1. Introduction 

A key focus of this essay is how volcanic activity varies according to tectonic setting. The 
tectonic settings in question are; constructive plate boundaries, destructive plate 
boundaries and areas of hot spot activity.  

Table 2 below outlines the key human and physical factors that influence volcanic risk. 
Physical factors relate to environmental processes of the earth, while human factors are 
related to people’s behaviour (Rogers, Castree and Kitchin, 2013). 
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Table 2. Summary table of the key physical and human factors determining volcanic risk 
(Doocy, Daniels, Dooling and Gorokhovich, 2013). 

This essay aims to explore the relative role of tectonic setting and country development on 
volcanic risk. This will be specifically achieved through the analysis of case examples, with 
each illustrating the interconnection present between tectonic setting and country 
development.  

2. Physical geography background 

Constructive plate boundaries are characterised by two tectonic plates diverging away from 
one another as a result of rising convection currents. At oceanic-oceanic constructive plate 
boundaries, this results in magma rising up from the mantle in-between the plates and 
typically forming mid-ocean ridges (Wilson, 2007). 

At continental-continental constructive plate boundaries, the convection currents are too 
weak to cause the plate to cleanly break and therefore, as the plate is arched upwards, 
faults occur typically leading to the formation of a rift valley (King, n.d. a). Both forms of 
constructive plate boundary commonly feature shield volcanoes (Decker and Decker, 2020). 

At destructive plate boundaries, two plates move towards one another leading to 
collisions (King, n.d. b). At oceanic-continental destructive boundaries the oceanic plate 
subducts underneath the less-dense continental plate and magma rises up through 
weaknesses in the continental plate which typically form stratovolcanoes and 
calderas (Decker and Decker, 2020). The same subduction process occurs at oceanic-oceanic 
destructive boundaries, with the older and denser oceanic plate of the two being 
subducted (King, n.d. a). As this type of boundary develops eruptions occur closer to the 
ocean’s surface and island chains can form (King, n.d. b).  

Finally, hot spot volcanism is unique as it does not occur at plate boundaries and rather 
occurs at abnormally hot regions within the mantle that are created by mantle plumes. 
Mantle plumes are convections of abnormally hot rock in the mantle that leads to the 
melting of tectonic plates and the formation of volcanoes(Hot Spot Volcanism, 2014). The 
explosivity of volcanic eruptions is most commonly measured using the Volcanic Explosivity 
Index (VEI). It is a logarithmic scale, in which each interval represents a tenfold increase in 
observed ejected material. The index is illustrated in figure 1 below. 
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Figure 1. The 
VEI scale – Newhall and Self, 1982 (USGS: Volcano Hazards Program Glossary – VEI, 2016) – 
Showing erupted tephra volume correlating to the VEI classification on the X-axis (beginning 
at VEI 0 and ending at VEI 8), alongside the central graphic illustrating the scale increase 
between values. 
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The explosivity of volcanic eruptions is what determines the nature of their primary volcanic 
hazards – the hazards formed directly be the eruptions themselves (Hamdan, 2013). The 
primary hazards of explosive eruptions are fast-moving pyroclastic flows (flows of lava 
pieces, ash and gases) (Pyroclastic Flows, 2019) alongside ash clouds (Gouhier et al., 2019). 
Effusive eruptions are gentler, as a result of the reduced pressure and feature lava flows as 
their primary hazard (Tsang, Lindsay, Coco and Deligne, 2020). Therefore, a higher VEI rating 
is associated with more dangerous eruptions, due to the greater risk of widespread harm 
and damage that pyroclastic flows and ash clouds pose over lava flows (Riley, n.d.). 
Depending on the volcano’s setting, secondary volcanic hazards – hazards indirectly caused 
by the eruption – can follow (Hamdan, 2013). These include tsunamis, lahars – which are 
rapid flows of water, mud and rock fragments (Pierson, Wood and Driedger, 2014) – , 
outbreaks of disease and famine (Hamdan, 2013). 

The nature and explosivity of volcanic eruptions are highly determined by magma type and 
its associated silica and dissolved gas content (Cassidy, Manga, Cashman and Bachmann, 
2018). Table 3 below shows the three main types of magma, alongside their characteristics. 
Low-silica content magma is typically seen at constructive plate boundaries and hot spots, 
due to the partial melting of mantle rocks (Geological Society – Viscosity of Magmas, n.d.). 
In comparison, at destructive plate boundaries, the partial melting of high silica content 
crustal rocks leads to silica-rich magmas forming (Geological Society – Viscosity of Magmas, 
n.d.). The viscosity of magma largely determines the explosivity of the eruption, with gas 
struggling to escape highly viscous magma causing pressure, and subsequently explosivity, 
to build as a result (Cassidy, Manga, Cashman and Bachmann, 2018).  

Table 3. Magma composition and characteristics 

3. Case studies 

3.1. Volcanic risk on constructive plate boundaries – Eyjafjallajokull and Nyiragongo 

HICs (high-income countries) can experience severe impacts from volcanic eruptions, 
highlighting tectonic setting’s importance in determining volcanic risk over country 
development level. A recent example is the 2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajokull, located in 
Iceland across the Mid Atlantic Ridge (a constructive plate margin) (Geirsson et al., 2006). 
The effusive eruption measured at VEI 3(Gudmundsson et al., 2012), however, the impacts 
were felt across Northern and Western Europe, America and Iceland itself (Ellertsdottir, 
2014.). The ash, which was carried across Europe, disrupted air travel, entertainment and 
food exports – with the crisis lasting for 2 weeks (An Inconvenient Plume – The Eruption of 
Eyjafjallajokull, Iceland, 2011). The eruption signifies how the interconnectedness of HICs 
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with the rest of the world by air travel can be suddenly disrupted by eruptive activity  (Choi, 
2012). The eruption also highlights the significance of other physical factors alongside 
tectonic setting. The caldera is located underneath an ice cap (Gerard Davies et al., 2020), 
which caused water to mix with the magma during the eruption, resulting in the explosivity 
increasing (Klemetti, 2011) while the polar front jet stream was the main driving force for 
the ash’s distribution(Handwerk, 2010). As a result, when assessing the factors contributing 
to volcanic risk a focus on the interconnection present between both physical and human 
factors is needed. The 2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajokull is a key example of such 
interconnection and highlights the challenges that can arise through the unpredictability it 
holds.  

 
Alternatively, the 2002 Nyiragongo eruption is a clear example of how country development 
can be viewed as more important than tectonic setting. Occurring at a constructive 
boundary (Turgen, 2014), the eruption measured at just 1 on the VEI scale (Volcanic 
Explosivity Index (VEI), n.d.) and yet resulted in over 45 deaths in the first 24 hours (Case 
study: volcanic eruption, n.d.), reaching a total of 170 as a result of secondary hazards 
(Tedesco et al. 2007). Nyiragongo is located in the Democratic Republic of Congo, a low-
income country (Congo, Dem. Rep. | Data, n.d.) that has been suffering from corruption (DR 
Congo Corruption Report, 2016) and conflict for decades (Violence in the Democratic 
Republic of Congo, 2020). The poverty that faced the majority of the population placed 
them in a vulnerable position for the secondary impacts that followed. Cholera risk 
increased significantly following the eruption as water sources became contaminated, only 
being prevented by rapid intervention from NGOs in the area (Baxter and Ancia, 2002). Both 
the political instability within the Democratic Republic of Congo, alongside its status as an 
LIC, acted to hinder efforts to reduce volcanic risk. The lack of a functioning government has 
been attributed to the lack of evacuation in nearby city Goma (Clarke, 2002), while the 
Volcano Disaster Assistance Program stated that just 2 volcanologists were studying 
Nyiragongo prior to its 2002 eruption (Clarke, 2002). The eruption therefore, is a clear 
example of the amplifying impact that poor governance has on volcanic risk, with the death 
toll highlighting the necessity of implementing effective hazard education programmes and 
local evacuation plans. 

3.2. Volcanic risk on destructive plate boundaries – Mt. St. Helens, White Island and 
Pinatubo 

In comparison to Nyiragongo, the 1980 eruption of Mt. St Helens in the USA resulted in 57 
deaths (Bagley, 2018) despite being a VEI 5 eruption (MSH Comparisons With Other 
Eruptions [USGS], 1997). The differences highlight how susceptibility to volcanic hazards is 
increased as a result of lower country development and greater population proximity. 
Although Nyiragongo is cited as one of the most active volcanoes (Valade et al., 2020), it is 
rarely studied – as it is inside a warzone and Congolese volcanologists receive limited 
funding (Sumner, 2014). This heightens the severity of eruptions in the area – with a lack of 
education and safety precautions increasing overall threat levels. Greater development level 
also enables local populations the ‘choice’ to locate away from the hazard – with the closest 
major city to Mt. St Helens being Portland, 83.6 km away (Cities Near Me – Mount Saint 
Helens | Travelmath, 2020). This is compared to Goma, located 15.5km away from 
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Nyiragongo, where lava flows reached in less than a day (Seach, 2020) with 350,000 of the 
around 500,000 population being affected by the eruption in 2002 (Seach, 2020). The Mt. St 
Helens eruption therefore highlights the hugely advantageous position that high-income 
countries are in regarding reducing volcanic risk. HICs are able to develop around volcanic 
hazards, which is an invaluable ability that isn’t possible in LICs where economic 
development is lower. As a result, hazard preparation measures in LICs become even more 
vital – as they represent the first line of protection from volcanic events for residents living 
there.  

The 2019 eruption of White Island, in New Zealand, bucks the trend regarding both volcanic 
risk related to country development and population proximity. White Island is currently 
New Zealand’s most active stratovolcano, located just off the east coast of New Zealand’s 
North Island (Pickrell, 2019). It’s uninhabited (Sherburn, Scott, Nishi and Sugihara, 1998), yet 
tourists can visit the island by boat or take a helicopter/plane ride across (White Island – 
Travel guide at Wikivoyage, 2019). Prior to the December 2019 eruption, the island’s 
volcanic alert level was raised to level 2 (the highest possible without an eruption taking 
place) following signs of volcanic unrest (Morton, 2019), yet the eruption itself was 
unpredicted by the sensors on the island (Molteni, 2019). The eruption coincided with 47 
tourists being on the island, resulting in 21 deaths (Perry, 2020). The paramount issue 
highlighted by the event is one of governmental ignorance. Irrespective of prediction 
failures closer to the eruption, the New Zealand government went against expert advice for 
years, allowing tours to be run despite the growing risks of an eruption (Peters, 2019). 
Therefore, with the risk being well documented for years, no excuse can be made for the 
loss of life that occurred and the White Island eruption highlights again the ramifications of 
poor governance regarding volcanic risk. 

 
The eruption of Pinatubo in 1991 measured as a 6 on the VEI scale (Witze, 2018), the event 
killed 772 people and left 200,000 people homeless as a result of pyroclastic flows alongside 
the lahars that followed (Jennings, 2018). Pinatubo is an example of a stratovolcano, 
typically featuring dacite magma (Pinatubo, Philippines, n.d.) that causes such violent 
eruptions. The Aeta people that inhabited the slopes of the volcano (Marler, 2011) held 
strong religious beliefs and resulting fatalist attitudes on the severity of a volcanic hazard. 
Despite limited attempts at education from government officials (Surviving the Eruption at 
Mt. Pinatubo, 2005), an unknown number of Aeta refused to leave and died as a result 
(Gaillard, 2007). The lack of effective education on volcanic hazards provided to the Aeta 
saw their local religious beliefs upheld, which when combined with their attachment to their 
native homes, took precedence over the effective evacuation plans that were 
communicated in local areas (Pappas, 2011). Therefore, the 1991 Pinatubo eruption 
highlights how volcanic risk reduction is constrained by both economic and governmental 
factors as well as the underlying social perceptions held by local communities (Gaillard, 
2008). 

3.3. Volcanic risk on hotspots – Yellowstone and Kilauea 

Plate boundaries can also have little impact on volcanic risk, such as areas of hotspot 
activity, that occur away from plate boundaries. The Yellowstone supervolcano situated in 
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Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, USA (White, Hutchinson and Keith, 1988) is formed 
through rising magma plumes instead of plate boundaries and tectonics, lying away from 
any known fault lines yet atop a continental hotspot (Smith and Braile, 1994). Despite this, 
the volcano has been predicted to have the potential to release a super eruption (an 
eruption rated VEI 8 or higher), which would impact the entire world through the ash clouds 
and lava emitted (Mastin, Eaton and Lowenstern, 2014). Subsequently, the potential of a 
super-eruption illustrates how both plate boundaries can be limited in determining the 
severity of all volcanic activity – with other factors such as hotspot theory also needing to be 
considered –  and how economic development can be limited in reducing volcanic risk and 
impact, in face of high magnitude eruption events. 

Contrastingly, Hawaii is another area notorious for its hotspot activity, featuring daily 
eruptions between VEI 0-2 (Global Volcanism Program | Kilauea, n.d.), reaching into VEI 4 at 
its peak in 1790 (Global Volcanism Program | Kilauea, n.d.). Therefore, the area poses a 
reduced risk to life compared to destructive boundaries, with eruptions being well expected 
and prepared for – to the extent that Kilauea experiences ‘eco-tourism’ (Toth Fox, 2012). 
Kilauea is a shield volcano (Bagley, 2018), with the low-silica basaltic lava present here being 
of reduced silica content, meaning it’s less viscous and eruptions are generally effusive due 
to the reduced gas content of the lava (Geological Society – Viscosity of Magmas, n.d.). 
Kilauea highlights the major significance that tectonic setting can hold in determining both 
the overall explosivity and subsequent area of effect of eruptions. In contrast to 
Yellowstone, areas that feature low magnitude eruptions – such as Kilauea – volcanic risk 
can be managed far more successfully through measures related to economic development, 
such as frequent monitoring – with the 20 years of historical measures at the volcano now 
allowing for precise eruption forecasting (Klein, 1984) – alongside the development of 
evacuation plans.  

4. Discussion  

A key point to establish is that tectonic setting itself is not the sole factor that has to be 
analysed when entering a discussion surrounding volcanic risk. Tectonic setting acts to 
provide the characteristics of the eruption, beyond this however, there are plenty of 
observed factors that work alongside one another to establish the overall volcanic risk an 
area experiences. 

Country development is one such determining factor of volcanic risk. As seen through the 
case study examples, there is a general trend towards HICs being more able to mitigate the 
hazards of volcanic activity. They typically have the resources to establish monitoring 
technology, implement effective evacuation plans, alongside the local population’s ability to 
relocate away from volcanic hazards. Contrastingly, LICs often suffer from limited 
monitoring, a lack of education surrounding volcanic risk, and hold a limited ability to 
relocate away from hazards – related to the low level of development they experience.  

 
Crucially, there are exceptions to these trends. The vast impact of the 2012 Eyjafjallajökull 
eruption for example, which despite being an effusive eruption and occurring in an HIC 
substantially impacted the entirety of Europe, both economically and socially, for numerous 
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weeks. The 2019 White Island eruption, which signifies the critical shortcoming of 
development, in instances of unsuccessful monitoring, in relation to reducing volcanic risk. 
Finally, Yellowstone– holding the potential of a super eruption, highlights the challenges 
high magnitude volcanic events pose – even in areas of high development.  

5. Conclusion  

While this essay explores two connected factors pertaining to volcanic risk in isolation, the 
complexity of volcanic hazards should be stressed. This review highlights that volcanic risk 
assessments need to take into account both the local physical and social contexts, and 
therefore should involve volcanologists who understand the physical processes alongside 
social scientists with local expertise to recognise who may be most vulnerable in a volcanic 
crisis. 
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